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From: Mrs C Watts
Sent: Thursday, December 03, 2015 5:33 PM
To: Ruggles & Stopitall Ltd
Subject: Feather Mites

Dear All,
I have used the Shampoo in Summer for Bathing (to great effect).  I also use your Oil (mixed with water) 
as a general fly repellent.  [spray/deterrent].

Now I just want to use the Ruggle-it as a spray on my mares legs and feet.  She has the Chorioptic mites 
[Veterinary termed species of mite **]  

Thanks
Christine W.
ps I love your products.  My mare is even soothed by the smell of them.  
Teeko says thankyou... she is more peaceful now.... I tell her we’ll get there.....

[**R&SL comment.  As it's winter, the invisible Millennium Mites are also at their most active 
– the cooler the weather the more they eat flesh.
But as you cannot see them & they are very resistant to chemicals/traditional products, many  
animals suffer terribly with this invisible invader.  
Thankfully most Millennium Mites loathe Ruggle-it whether on horses, pets, alpacas, farm 
animals, etc.,  
So whenever itching outside of 'summer/flying bugs' season, it's cheaper & quicker to  
“assume it's Millennium Mites” - so just follow your ITCHING Planner closely as that's the  
easiest way to exterminate them/their eggs despite their extreme resistance to dying!  Clever  
Mother Nature!]

Many thanks to Mrs Watts from Suffolk for taking the time to write this feedback.

Note:  Whilst we are hugely grateful for all the telephone feedbacks we receive on our products, only ones 
received in writing will be considered for inclusion on this web or as part of any PR...so that readers have 

peace of mind that we're not making this up!  All quoted testimonials can be viewed at our offices.
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